MaNGA provides the opportunity to make precise spatially resolved measurements of the IMF slope in galaxies owing to its unique combination of spatial resolution, wavelength coverage and sample size. We derive radial gradients in age, element abundances and IMF slope analysing optical and near-infrared absorption features from stacked spectra out to the half-light radius of 366 early-type galaxies with masses 9.9 − 10.8 log M/M . We find flat gradients in age and [α/Fe] ratio, as well as negative gradients in metallicity, consistent with the literature. We further derive significant negative gradients in the [Na/Fe] ratio with galaxy centres being well enhanced in Na abundance by up to 0.5 dex. Finally, we find a gradient in IMF slope with a bottomheavy IMF in the centre (typical mass excess factor of 1.5) and a Milky Way-type IMF at the half-light radius. This pattern is mass-dependent with the lowest mass galaxies in our sample featuring only a shallow gradient around a Milky Way IMF. Our results imply the local IMF-σ relation within galaxies to be even steeper than the global relation and hint towards the local metallicity being the dominating factor behind the IMF variations. We also employ different stellar population models in our analysis and show that a radial IMF gradient is found independently of the stellar population model used. A similar analysis of the Wing-Ford band provides inconsistent results and further evidence of the difficulty in measuring and modelling this particular feature.
INTRODUCTION
The stellar initial mass function (IMF) is key in characterising stellar populations with implications for a wide range of problems in astro-physics from star formation and stellar evolution to galaxy formation and evolution. Several decades ago, Salpeter (1955) first proposed a single power law for the IMF with a slope of 2.35. A Milky Way-like IMF, instead, has a turnover to flatter slopes at low masses (0.5 M ) as in Kroupa (2001) and Chabrier (2003) . The universality of the IMF has been controversially discussed in the literature ever since.
Studies of resolved stellar populations in different environments within our own Galaxy find little or no deviation from this universal IMF (Scalo 1986; Kroupa 2001; Bastian et al. 2010; Kroupa et al. 2013 ). An alternative to this approach is to constrain the IMF in unresolved stellar populations through either a combination of stellar population modelling with dynamical mass measurements or stellar populations modelling alone using gravity-sensitive absorption features in the spectrum. The obvious advantage is the extension to other galaxies and stellar systems allowing a statistical assessment of possible variations of the IMF with galaxy properties. The downside is that the measurement is challenging and hugely dependent on analysis methods.
Rapid advances have been made in this regard in recent years. Some consensus appears to be emerging in the recent literature from various different methods that the IMF is not universal with higher fractions of low-mass dwarf stars being detected in more massive galaxies (Treu et al. 2010 ; Thomas et al. 2011c; Conroy & van Dokkum 2012b; Cappellari 2012; Spiniello et al. 2012; Ferreras et al. 2013; La Barbera et al. 2013; Lyubenova et al. 2016 ). However, this conclusion remains controversial. Smith & Lucey (2013) and Smith et al. (2015a) present a handful of nearby strongly lensed massive galaxies with particularly accurate mass determinations that contain Milky Way-type IMFs and hence do not fit into this trend. Moreover, there appears to be no correlation between the various IMF slope variations inferred from different approaches on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis (Smith 2014) . It should be noted though that this analysis made use of different data taken over different apertures, and others have found consistency between stellar population and dynamics (Lyubenova et al. 2016 ) and stellar population and lensing (e.g. Spiniello et al. 2012) . Still, this issue highlighted by (Smith 2014) casts doubts on the robustness of the evidence for a nonuniversality of the IMF.
Progress in all aspects of the analysis from data quality to modelling techniques is required to resolve this controversy. One way of shedding more light on the issue is to expand the experiment and to study possible variations of the IMF within galaxies. Radial gradients will allow us to investigate whether any IMF variations are driven by local or global properties of galaxies. The possible presence of a gradient in the IMF would also have implications for galaxy formation models, setting further constraints on galaxy growth and outside-in vs inside-out formation mechanisms. In addition, dynamical mass estimates are rather sensitive to IMF gradients, so quantifying gradients is a crucial step in quantifying the stellar mass density (Bernardi et al. 2018) .
Spatially resolved measurements of the IMF in galaxies based on stellar population indicators have only just started appearing in the literature. It is time-consuming and expensive to reach the necessary data quality at significant radii and so far, no consensus has been reached. Some studies show the presence of a radial gradient with strongly bottomheavy IMFs in the centres (Martín-Navarro et al. 2015a; La Barbera et al. 2016 van Dokkum et al. 2017; Conroy et al. 2017a) , while other studies find no compelling evidence for radial gradients in the IMF Zieleniewski et al. 2015 Zieleniewski et al. , 2017 Alton et al. 2017) .
The aim of the present paper is to contribute to this effort by harnessing the opportunity provided by data from the survey Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory (MaNGA; Bundy et al. 2015) to carry out precise spatially resolved measurements of IMF slope in galaxies as a function of galaxy mass and other key parameters. The MaNGA survey is particularly suited for this purpose because of its unique combination of spatial resolution, wavelength coverage, and sample size. We study the IMF and other stellar population parameters for stacked spectra of 366 galaxies, representing the largest sample on which a radial study of the IMF has been carried out so far. We study previously known key absorption features in the spectra and compare these with stellar population models to untangle age, element abundance and IMF effects.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give details of the data and stacking procedure along with a brief description of the models used in our analysis. The results of the analysis are presented in Section 3. We discuss our results in the context of the literature in Section 4, followed by our conclusion and scope for further work in Section 5.
DATA AND ANALYSIS TOOLS
In this section we describe the observational data and the analysis tools used in the present study. In summary, spatially resolved spectroscopy from the MaNGA survey is used. Spectra are stacked in radial bins and across galaxies within mass bins to achieve high S/N. Key absorption features are then measured and analysed with stellar population models.
MaNGA
MaNGA, part of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey IV (Blanton et al. 2017) , aims to obtain spatially resolved spectroscopy for 10,000 nearby galaxies at a spectral resolution of R ∼ 2000 in the wavelength range 3, 600 − 10, 300Å, upon completion in 2020. It makes use of integral-field units (IFUs) to collect this information, with 17 simultaneous observations of galaxies from the output of independent fibre-bundles (Drory et al. 2015) . These fibres are fed into the BOSS spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013 ) on the Sloan 2.5 m telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) . Such high precision spectroscopy for different regions of a galaxy and for such a large sample has never been provided before. MaNGA targets are chosen from the NASA Sloan Atlas catalogue (NSA, Blanton et al. 2005) such that there is a uniform distribution in mass (Wake et al. 2017) .
At the redshift of a galaxy, optical fibre bundles of different sizes are chosen to ensure the galaxy is covered out to at least 1.5R e for the 'Primary' and 'Color-enhanced' samples, and to 2.5R e for the 'Secondary' sample (Wake et al. 2017 ). . S/N contours (at 5, 7, 10, 15 pixel −1 ) plotted over the stellar velocity map for an example galaxy. The random velocities seen at the edges are due to the spectra being too noisy for a good measurement. We choose spectra with S/N > 7 pixel −1 to achieve the desired balance between ensuring accuracy in v and not loosing too much data.
The Color-enhanced sample supplements colour space that is otherwise under-represented relative to the overall galaxy population. The spatial resolution is 1 − 2 kpc at the median redshift of the survey (z ∼ 0.03), and the r-band S/N is 4 − 8Å −1 , for each 2 fibre, at the outskirts of MaNGA galaxies. For more detail on the survey we refer the reader to Law et al. (2015) for MaNGA's observing strategy, to Yan et al. (2016a) for the spectrophotometry calibration, to Wake et al. (2017) for the survey design, and to Yan et al. (2016b) for the initial performance.
Galaxy sample
We make use of data taken during the first two years of survey operations, equivalent to SDSS's fourteenth data release (Abolfathi et al. 2017, DR14) containing 2812 datacubes. The galaxy masses range from ∼ 10 9 −10 11 M . The Primary and Color-enhanced samples of MaNGA, together known as the Primary+ sample, contains 1700 galaxies, out of which 970 are early-type. These were selected using Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2011; Willett et al. 2013 ) morphologies and visually inspected when necessary ).
Data reduction
The Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP, Law et al. 2016) processes all exposures taken for each galaxy into data-cubes. This involves spectral extraction, flux calibration, subtracting sky lines and continuum from the raw observed spectra and using astrometric information to resample each wavelength channel into a full datacube. The resulting datacube records information as a function of wavelength at each onsky sample, hence it is composed of spatial pixels (spaxels). From the DRP we use the LOGCUBE files, in which the wavelength vector has been logarithmically binned (Law et al. 2016 , see Appendix B for data model). The files provide flux, noise, bitmasks and spectral resolution as a function of x, y, and λ.
MaNGA's Data Analysis Pipeline (DAP, Westfall et al., in prep) fits the stellar continuum and nebular emission lines of each spectrum, providing the kinematics of both components, as well as emission-line fluxes and equivalent widths. This analysis is carried out for different binning schemes within galaxies as well as for each individual spaxel. We use the stellar velocities and velocity dispersions from the DAP for each spectrum in our analysis. In order to convert from RA and DEC to semi-major axis polar coordinates on the IFU we use the r-band isophotal ellipticity and position angle from the NSA catalogue. The latter consists of galaxy images and astrometric and photometric parameters. We also adopt the galaxy mass (based on a Chabrier IMF, Chabrier 2003) and half-light radius from this catalogue, always using Elliptical Petrosian quantities.
Stacking Spectra
The typical r-band S/N of 4 − 8Å −1 in individual 2 fibre toward the outer radii is too small for reliable kinematic or stellar population analyses. The necessary S/N is generally obtained through combining the spaxels of individual galaxies in e.g. Voronoi cells or radially in annuli.
However, the resulting S/N is not sufficiently high for IMF studies requiring S/N ratios of at least 100Å −1 . This is because dwarf stars only contribute little to the integrated light of stellar populations owing to their high M/L ratios (Maraston 1998 (Maraston , 2005 . Hence the IMF-sensitive features, which generally are strong in the spectra of dwarf stars, drop to the level of a few percent in the integrated light of a stellar population (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012a) . We therefore need very high S/N to make measurements which are precise enough to detect small changes in these features. This can be achieved by stacking spectra of several galaxies.
On top of this, the majority of IMF sensitive features are found in the near-infrared (NIR) region of the spectrum, which suffers from contamination by sky lines. As we will show, the technique of stacking galaxies mitigates this problem successfully.
S/N cut
Before stacking, wavelengths are converted to rest-frame for each spectrum using the equation,
where z is the galaxy's NSA redshift and v is the internal stellar velocity for each spectrum as measured by the DAP. The chosen threshold for the accuracy in the measurement of v is critical for the success of this stacking procedure. We carefully analysed the data and decided that a conservative value of an S/N of 7 pixel −1 provides the optimal balance between accuracy in v and data volume. We illustrate this with Fig. 1 where we plot a galaxy's stellar velocity with an overlay of S/N contours of 5, 7, 10, 15 pixel −1 . Here, the measurements come from the DAP where each spaxel has been analysed independently. The figure shows that the velocity field becomes noisy beyond the S/N = 7 pixel −1 contour, suggesting that the measured velocities are not reliable below this threshold in S/N. We include all galaxies in our stack that contain at least one spectrum in each radial bin after applying the S/N cut.
Binning procedure
We stack galaxies in radial bins using each galaxy's elliptical radius along the semi-major axis. An example early type galaxy's (MaNGA-ID 1-24476) image and flux map are shown in Fig. 2 . The elliptical annuli used in our binning method are plotted over the flux map in steps of 0.1 R e , going out to 1 R e .
The binning procedure is carried out in two steps: i) spaxels of each galaxy are binned in elliptical annuli, ii) annuli of different galaxies are combined together. These steps are made consistent so that the binning within one galaxy and across multiple galaxies is carried out in exactly the same way. We bin full spaxels such that each spaxel is assigned a unique radial bin, and is located in the annulus within which its centre falls.
Flux, error, and spectral resolution are interpolated to a common wavelength grid so that the average value at each wavelength can be calculated. Using a median stack of the interpolated spectra, we minimise contamination by emission lines, bad pixels and sky residuals. Indeed, we chose a median stack instead of a sigma-clipped mean precisely because of its better performance in removing these artefacts from the stacked spectra, which is particularly important toward the red limit of the spectral range (near the FeH band). The error in the median is 1.25σ/N 1/2 (i.e., 25% larger than the error on the mean), where σ is the standard deviation in the stack of N spectra (Lupton 1993) . The spectral resolution of each stacked spectrum is the quadratic mean of σ inst (λ), the dispersion of the line-spread function as a function of wavelength. This can be derived by considering the second moment of the sum of a set of Gaussian functions. Similarly, we calculate the expected velocity dispersion for the stacked spectrum as the quadratic mean of the velocity dispersions measured from each spectrum in the stack.
The high quality masks produced by the DRP and DAP for the flux and kinematic quantities are propagated while stacking. The mask corresponding to the 3D data-cube indicates problems such as low/no fibre coverage, foreground star contamination etc. Hence, on top of applying the S/N cut (7 pixel −1 for each unbinned spaxel, as described in the previous section) to entire spectra, masked individual pixels in the spectra and masked v and σ values are not included in the stack.
To accommodate the variation in fluxes from galaxy to galaxy, spectra are normalised at a wavelength window in the continuum, 6780 − 6867Å before stacking and then remultiplied by the mean of the normalisation factor. From the 970 Primary+ early-type galaxies in DR14/MPL-5, 611 remain after the S/N cut, losing objects at both the lowest and highest mass ends. This is because achieving the necessary high S/N ratio requires a large galaxy sample for stacking, which leads to tails in the distribution at the low mass and high mass ends due to the S/N cut. High mass galaxies have steeper surface brightness profiles, hence their outer regions have lower surface brightnesses and therefore lower S/N. Therefore in this work, we focus on galaxies with log M/M between 9.85 and 10.80.
The mass distribution and the three resulting mass bins are shown in Fig. 3 and listed in Table 1 . The mass bins, containing 122 galaxies each, are centred on log M/M of 10, 10.4, and 10.6, and a central velocity dispersion σ of 130, 170, and 200 km/s, respectively. Note that this mass range covers the lower mass end compared to samples in other IMF studies in the recent literature.
Final S/N
In Fig. 4 we show an image of the S/N ratio as a function of wavelength and galaxy radius (left-hand panels) and the corresponding spectra for the innermost bin (red) and around the half-light radius (black, right-hand panels). The top and bottom rows shows an individual galaxy and the stack of 122 galaxies, respectively.
The figure illustrates how S/N depends on both wave- Figure 3 . Masses of our sample of 366 early type galaxies, split into 3 bins containing equal numbers of galaxies.
length and radius, and how S/N improves in the stack. The highest S/N is found at the centre of the galaxy. In individual MaNGA galaxies the S/N is of the order ∼ 200 − 300 pixel −1 , and drops to ∼ 30 pixel −1 at 1R e (top left-hand panel). A wavelength dependence for S/N can also be seen: S/N is highest between 6, 500 − 8, 500Å and decreases at the blue and red boundaries of MaNGA's coverage. This is reflected in the spectra which are noisy especially in the NIR (top right-hand panel). In particular, contamination from sky residuals is significant, and noise is dominating the spectrum in the outer radial bin (red line). The S/N is clearly too low for a reliable stellar populations analysis of the near-IR part of the spectrum. The bottom row of Fig. 4 shows the same map and spectra for the mass bin log M/M = 10.2 − 10.5 containing 122 early type galaxies (including the galaxy from Fig. 2 ). The S/N is significantly higher, and an S/N of at least 400 pixel −1 around 1R e is achieved at all wavelengths, except at the very edges. The interplay between two competing effects when moving outward from the centre of a galaxy, i) increase in the number of observed spectra ii) decrease in surface brightness hence S/N, lead to the shape of the S/N map (see also Goddard et al. 2017) . Hence S/N in the stacked spectra reaches its maximum not at the centre but around
The corresponding spectra in the bottom, right-hand panel further illustrate this substantial improvement. Most importantly, also the spectrum of the outer bin around the half-light radius is now of high quality, and the noise and sky residuals in the near-IR have been eliminated successfully. Key absorption features that serve as IMF indicators are now detected well. Also, the spectra from the centre and at 1R e are now of comparable quality.
It is worth noting that stacking leads to a further crucial benefit, namely the elimination of sky line residuals, which is particularly important in the near-IR wavelength range. They get averaged out through stacking when individual galaxy spectra are corrected to the rest-frame wavelength.
The final set of stacked spectra, after emission line fit- ting and removal (see Section 2.3), for the various mass and radial bins used in our analysis are shown in Appendix A.
Spectral analysis
Stellar population parameters are derived through fitting stellar population models to spectra. This can be done either through fitting the full spectrum (e.g., Cid Fernandes et al. 2005; Ocvirk et al. 2006; Koleva et al. 2009; Conroy et al. 2014; Cappellari 2017; Goddard et al. 2017; Conroy et al. 2017b; Wilkinson et al. 2017) or selected absorption line features (e.g., Trager et al. 2000; Proctor & Sansom 2002; Thomas et al. 2005; Schiavon 2007a; Thomas et al. 2010; Johansson et al. 2012 ). In the current work we use the latter approach and focus on a few key absorption features.
Stellar kinematics and emission line removal
Before measuring absorption features on the spectrum for the analysis, the broadening of absorption line features caused by the stellar velocity dispersion σ needs to be measured and, ideally, the emission line component of the spectrum removed. To this end we follow the approach used in Thomas et al. (2010) and Johansson et al. (2012) and perform initial full spectrum fitting on the stacked spectra in order to measure σ and to extract the emission line spectra. This is done using the DAP's pPXF wrapper (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Westfall et al., in prep) . The fit is carried out using the stellar library, MILES-HC, which is a hierarchical clustering of MILES (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006 ). The average DAP velocity dispersion measurement obtained for the individual spectra, weighted and combined for each spectrum in a bin, is used as a guess value for σ.
This first fitting run provides us with the nominal stellar velocity dispersions of the stacked spectra, which we can compare to the DAP-propagated mean σ from the measurements on the individual spectra. Both of these σ values are shown as a function of galaxy radius for each mass bin in Fig. 5 . Comparing the DAP-propagated σ mean (solid lines) and the stack-measured σ stack (dashed lines) provides an assessment of the success in velocity registration of the stacked spectra. As can be seen from the figure, there is a marked difference with σ stack being systematically larger than σ mean , except at the smallest radii. This ought to be expected, as the measurement error in radial velocity leads to an error in velocity registration, which adds an additional component in line broadening. In fact the difference is minimal at the centre and increases with increasing radius because of the generally lower S/N and hence lower accuracy in velocity measurements at those radii (Westfall et al. 2011; Cappellari 2017) . The consequence is that the σ stack profiles are artificially flat, while σ mean displays the well-known negative gradient (e.g. Jørgensen 1999; Mehlert et al. 2000; Mehlert et al. 2003; Emsellem et al. 2004) .
The quantity σ stack derived here directly from the stacked spectrum will be used in our future analysis to characterise the effective velocity dispersion affecting the absorption line broadening. Note, however, that σ mean , instead, should be used for any kinematic analysis.
Finally, after subtracting the continuum and absorption line component from the spectra, we fit for the emission lines using a list of 21 lines 1 and a preliminary version of the DAP emission-line fitting routine. This emission-line fit is then subtracted from the stacked spectra to produce emission line-free spectra for the analysis.
Absorption indices
An absorption index is determined by defining two pseudocontinuum bandpasses on either side of a spectral feature, which is contained within the index bandpass. Equations 2 and 3 in Worthey et al. (1994) show how an equivalent width is measured in angstroms for atomic features and in magnitudes for molecular bands. Most IMF studies in the recent literature use gravity-sensitive spectroscopic features directly (e.g. van Dokkum & Conroy 2012; Martín-Navarro et al. 2015a; La Barbera et al. 2017; Alton et al. 2017) .
Our choice of indices is as follows: the combination of Hβ, Mgb, Fe5270, and Fe5335 are suitable to constrain age, metallicity and [α/Fe] abundance ratio. The NaD index is crucial for constraining [Na/Fe] . For the IMF slope, we include the gravity-sensitive indices NaI and FeH, in the near-IR, separately. Table 2 lists the indices and their definitions as used in our analysis.
Once measured on the observed galaxy spectrum, the index values are corrected to a common velocity dispersion. Here we correct to the resolution of the stellar population models in the following way (see also Johansson et al. 2012) : For each stacked spectrum we take the model templates from the initial full spectral fit and measure the index strength two times. First at the spectral resolution of the data from the best fit model directly convolved with the derived σ stack . Then we generate the same model template from the model library at the resolution that we want to correct to. The ratio between these measurements in the correction factor, which is multiplied by the index measurements from the data to give the corrected index (Kuntschner 2004b) We then calculate Monte-Carlo based errors for our indices. To do so, we perturb the flux at each wavelength with a number randomly drawn from a Gaussian which has a standard deviation equal to the error in the flux at each pixel. The indices are measured on perturbed spectra from 100 such realisations and the error is measured as the standard deviation of these measurements, divided by √ 2 in order to account for the fact that we are perturbing spectra that already have an error.
Covariance between spatially adjacent spaxels can lead to noise being underestimated when they are binned together. In our radial binning scheme, the number of adjacent spaxels being combined is very small. Also, the MaNGA reconstructed point-spread function, and hence the correlation matrix, is only a weak function of wavelength (Law et al. 2016 ). Therefore we use individual, pixel-based errors to perturb the spectra because we do not expect strong correlations of uncertainties in the wavelength or spatial directions.
In Figs. 6 and 7 we show the spectral cut-outs of the stacked spectra around the seven features measured for the different radial and mass bins. All spectra have been smoothed to 300 km/s and normalised for visualisation purposes. Mass increases from left to right, and the colours represent radial bins going from the centre (black) to 1R e (orange). The index bandwidth is indicated by the grey box, the blue and red pseudo-continua by the blue and red boxes, respectively. As mentioned in the previous section, the edges of the stacked spectra suffer from lower S/N, and at large radii this is particularly the case for the longest wavelengths. As a consequence, the S/N in the region of reddest feature we study, FeH, drops below the values in the central radial bin of at least 200 pixel −1 . Therefore, we only measure and analyse this out to 0.5R e .
It can be seen clearly from Figs. 6 and 7 how the various absorption features will depend on galaxy mass and radius. The absorption depths of the optical metallic features Mgb, Fe5270, Fe5335, and NaD increase both with decreasing galaxy radius (orange to black lines) and increasing galaxy mass (panels left to right). The IMF-sensitive absorption feature NaI behaves similarly (top panels in Fig. 7) , and displays the well-known pattern of increasing depth accompanied by a shift of the minimum to bluer wavelengths as galaxy mass increases . We show clearly here that this same pattern (increase in depth and blue-shift) is seen with decreasing galaxy radius (orange to black lines). In contrast to NaI, the Wing-Ford band FeH is more complex, and no clear pattern is visible from the spectra (bottom panels in 7). If at all, the radial trend appears to be reversed with a stronger FeH absorption at larger radii. Any possible dependence on galaxy radius and/or mass appears to be dominated by the observed flux in the red pseudocontinuum band. We will discuss this point in detail in Section 3 when comparing measurements of FeH with stellar population model predictions.
Finally, for a spatial visualisation of the data, in Fig. 8 we present 2D maps of the seven indices for the three mass bins. Mass increases from left to right, and each row corresponds an index. These maps are created using stacks of the index measurements for individual spaxels in individual galaxies after spatial scaling. Hence they are not based on the stacked spectra used in the present analysis and although systematic errors remain in these maps, random noise is re- Figure 6 . Spectral cut-outs of the optical absorption features used in this study. Left to right is increasing mass bin, the colours represent radial bins going from the centre (black) to 1R e (orange). All spectra have been smoothed to 300km/s and normalised in the blue bandpass for visualisation purposes. The index bandwidth is indicated by the grey box, the blue and red pseudo-continua by the blue and red boxes, respectively duced so they are able to serve as an illustration of the data properties. Gradients are clearly visible for all the features. The maps further support our first interpretation of the data based on Figs. 6 and 7. The strengths of Mgb, Fe5270, Fe5335, NaD, and NaI increase, while the strengths of Hβ and FeH decrease toward the galaxy centre. These profiles generally get stronger with increasing galaxy mass, a trend that is most pronounced in NaD.
Models
The analysis of galaxy spectra naturally is sensitive to the stellar population model used. Kuntschner (2004a) and Conroy et al. (2017b) compare models by Thomas et al. (2003) ; Thomas et al. (2011a) , Schiavon (2007b) , and Conroy et al. (2017b) and find encouraging agreement for optical absorption features. Modelling of near-IR features including the IMF-sensitive indices, instead, is more challenging (Lyubenova et al. 2010 (Lyubenova et al. , 2012 Spiniello et al. 2014; Baldwin et al. 2017) . We therefore use a combination of different model sets in the present analysis as outlined below.
TMJ and M11-MARCS
We use the Thomas et al. (2011a, hereafter TMJ) stellar population models of the optical Lick absorption indices at the 2.5ÅMILES resolution (Beifiori et al. 2011; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011; Prugniel et al. 2011 ) in our analysis. In brief, the TMJ models are an update and extension of the earlier models by Thomas et al. (2003) ; Thomas et al. (2004) and based on the Maraston (1998 Maraston ( , 2005 Korn et al. (2005) are adopted. The models are carefully calibrated with galactic globular clusters and reproduce the observations well for the spectral featured used in this study (Thomas et al. 2011b ). The models are available for different ages, metallicities, variable element abundance ratios, in particular [α/Fe] and [Na/Fe], and a Salpeter IMF. Element variation are calculated at constant total metallicity, hence the TMJ models enhance the α-elements and suppress the Fe-peak elements according to Equations 1-3 in Thomas et al. (2003) . The models are provided for Lick and MILES spectral resolution. We use the latter in the present work because it is well matched to the MaNGA resolution over the relevant wavelength range.
In combination with these, we use the Maraston & Strömbäck (2011, M11 ) models based on the theoretical MARCS (Gustafsson et al. 2008) library. The theoretical library MARCS allows us to extend our analysis to NaI and to FeH without loss of stellar parameter coverage. These models are available for Kroupa and Salpeter IMFs. Using the power law form φ ∝ M −x , a Salpeter IMF refers to a single power-law with x = 2.35 and a Kroupa IMF refers to a double-power law with x = 1.3 between 0.1 − 0.5 M (shallower than Salpeter) and x = 2.3 between 0.5 − 100 M . These are shown in Fig. 9 , normalised to the same mass. We note that the turnover to a shallower slope at low stellar masses is also present in other versions of the IMF like Chabrier (2003) or the recently widely discussed integrated galactic IMF Kroupa & Weidner (2003) ; Weidner & Kroupa (2005) ; Kroupa et al. (2013) ; De Masi et al. (2017) . We use the M11-MARCS models to calculate the TMJ models for a Kroupa IMF, and the VCJ response functions (described below) to calculate element abundance variation for M11-MARCS models. 
VCJ
We also make use of the stellar population models based on the extended IRTF stellar library by Villaume et al. (2017, hereafter VCJ) . The library, complemented with M-dwarf stars from Mann et al. (2015) , consists of stars present in the MILES library (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) , giving continuous coverage for each star across the MaNGA wavelength range. Due to the different instrumental resolutions of the MILES and IRTF libraries, the models are smoothed to a common dispersion of 100km/s. Note that the dwarf stars from Mann et al. (2015) are at a lower spectral resolution than both MILES and IRTF libraries, and these spectra were deconvolved in VCJ. The empirical SSPs are available for a range of triple-power law IMFs. The low mass cut-off is 0.08M and the slope above 1 M is fixed at the Salpeter slope. The slopes for 0.08 − 0.5 M and 0.5 − 1 M can be varied from 0.5 to 3.5. Hence we can obtain models for the Kroupa and Salpeter IMFs mentioned above.
We multiply the theoretical response functions for element abundance variation (Conroy et al. 2017b) to whichever base models (M11-MARCS or VCJ) we use in the analysis. These functions are available for individual elements spanning a range in age and metallicity. We individually vary the elements Na and Fe as well as the α and other light elements (N, O, Ne, S, Mg, Ca, Na, Si, Ti). We calculate an α-enhanced model following the same procedure as the TMJ models, for a consistent comparison.
RESULTS
We now turn to the analysis of the index-strength measurements. Stellar population parameters are derived from fittings using the models described in Section 2.4. We use a chi-squared minimisation code to simultaneously fit the optical indices Hβ, Mgb, Fe5270, Fe5335, and NaD and either NaI or FeH to derive age, metallicity, [α/Fe] ratio, Na abundances, and IMF slopes. The TMJ and M11-MARCS, and VCJ model grids are linearly interpolated in this 5-dimensional parameter space. For clarity, we present the results in three steps: First we show the fits to Hβ, Mgb, Fe5270, Fe5335 and the parameters age, metallicity, [α/Fe] ratio in (Section 3.1). We then show the fits to the NaD index with and without Na abundance and the derived [Na/Fe] gradients (Section 3.2). Finally we present the IMF-sensitive NaI and FeH indices, with and without IMF variation and the derived IMF slopes in (Section 3.3).
We provide all our index measurements and errors for the various mass and radial bins used in our analysis in Appendix B as well as all the derived parameters.
Age, metallicity and [α/Fe]
To illustrate the derivation of stellar population parameters form these index line-strengths we plot them for all mass bins against the high-resolution TMJ index model grids in (Gonzalez 1993) and [MgFe] is a mean between Mgb and both iron indices as defined in Thomas et al. (2003) . Dark to light shades of blue represent the mass bins in decreasing order; decreasing size represents increasing radius. The model grid shows stellar populations for fixed age and metallicity and [α/Fe] ratio as labelled.
It can be seen from these plots that our results are consistent with findings in the literature. Our data suggest that all three parameters, age, metallicity and [α/Fe] ratio, correlate with galaxy mass (e.g. Kuntschner 2000; Thomas et al. 2005; Thomas et al. 2010) . Moreover, there is a significant metallicity gradient, especially at higher masses, while gradients in age, except for the low mass bin, and [α/Fe] are generally flat (Mehlert et al. 2003; Goddard et al. 2017) .
In the top panel of Fig. 11 , we plot the measurements of the absorption-line indices Hβ, Mgb and <Fe> for each mass bin as a function of radius. These indices are sensitive to the age, total metallicity, and [α/Fe] ratio of a stellar population. As well known from the literature, more massive galaxies have weaker Hβ and stronger metallic indices (e.g. Bender et al. 1992; Trager et al. 1998 ) which means they are older and more metal rich (e.g. Thomas et al. 2005) . Also, the observed profiles are in line with previous literature exhibiting positive radial gradients in Hβ and negative radial gradients in both metallic indices (Davies et al. 1993; Carollo et al. 1993; Mehlert et al. 2000) .
The best fit parameter and error at each radial bin is derived through the process described above. We fit a straight line to the parameters obtained at each point, taking the error into account, and derive the radial gradients summarised in Table 3 . The uncertainties in the gradients account for index errors and the scatter of the points around a straight line. The resulting model fittings to the index profiles are shown in the top panel of Fig. 11 as lines. The observed index values are reproduced well through our stellar population model fittings. Note that these models already include the inferred [Na/Fe] and IMF slopes shown in the next sections.
The bottom panels of Fig. 11 show the final resulting radial profiles of these three parameters. We detect negative metallicity gradients in all mass bins, with a steeper negative slope in the higher mass bins in agreement with Goddard et al. (2017); Zheng et al. (2017) . The age gradients are comparable in being shallow, except for the lowest mass-bin where we find a steeper negative gradient (−0.18 ± 0.04 dex) than Goddard et al. (2017) in the equivalent mass range (−0.03 ± 0.03). We further find the [α/Fe] gradients to be negligible at all masses in agreement with previous findings in the literature (Mehlert et al. 2003; Kuntschner 2004a ).
We also derive these stellar population parameters using the VCJ models; the fits and parameters are shown in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 12 respectively. In order to be consistent with the TMJ analysis, we create an index grid for VCJ models of different parameters and use the same chisquared minimisation code to simultaneously fit Hβ, Mgb, Fe5270, Fe5335, NaD and NaI or FeH. A larger degree of scatter is found, hence the resulting gradients, though similar to TMJ models (apart from the highest mass bin), have larger uncertainties. See Conroy et al. (2017b) for a comparison of their optical indices with TMJ. Figure 12 . Same as Fig. 11 for VCJ models. The sodium doublet, NaI, is strongly sensitive to changes in the IMF but is also affected by sodium abundance variations. In this work we lift this degeneracy by including the NaD doublet as main Na abundance indicator. NaD is highly sensitive to Na abundance (Thomas et al. 2011b) , and its dependence on the IMF slope is negligible (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012a; Spiniello et al. 2012; La Barbera et al. 2013) . The NaD profiles measured on the stacked spectra are shown as filled circles in the left-hand and middle panels of Fig. 13 . NaD displays a strong negative gradient, slightly steepening with increasing galaxy mass. The left-hand panel also shows as lines the TMJ model predictions (top row) and VCJ model predictions (bottom row) based on our derived parameters using the corresponding models but without any Na abundance variation. It can be seen that the NaD gradients are not reproduced, and NaD strength is underestimated at small radii. This effect is strongest for the highest mass bin.
We then show both models (lines) in the middle panels of Fig. 13 with the derived Na abundance. The data are now reproduced well. Note that these models, with and without Na abundance variation, already include the IMF variation shown in the next section.
The resulting [Na/Fe] gradients based on TMJ and VCJ are shown in the right-hand top and bottom panels of Fig. 13 , respectively. The derived [Na/Fe] gradients, listed in Table 4 , are around -0.24 dex/R e for the TMJ models and -0.17 dex/R e for the VCJ models, with no clear dependence on galaxy mass for both models. The overall value of Na-enhancement shows a very significant correlation with mass though, with the highest mass bin exhibiting the highest Na-enhancement with central values around [Na/Fe] ∼ 0.4 − 0.5 dex. The VCJ models predict stronger NaD indices and hence require less Na-enhancement, therefore leading to slightly lower central [Na/Fe] values and shallower negative gradients. These models also predict a more metal rich and alpha enhanced population for the high mass bin at large radii, which affects the fits for NaD and NaI in this region.
The detection of significant negative radial gradients in [Na/Fe] is in good agreement with other findings in the recent literature (McConnell et al. 2016; van Dokkum et al. 2017; Alton et al. 2017; Vaughan et al. 2017) . The values derived here are slightly lower than in some of the work quoted above, where [Na/Fe] values as high as 0.9 dex in the most massive galaxies are reported.
Finally it should be noted that the NaD index could in principle be affected by contamination from interstellar medium absorption. While we expect this effect to be small in early-type galaxies, we explore this possibility and determine the reddening of our stacked spectra through the full spectrum fitting code FIREFLY (Wilkinson et al. 2015 (Wilkinson et al. , 2017 . The results are presented in Appendix C. In summary, we find E(B − V) values lower than 0.1, and a shallow gradient in E(B − V) with a slightly negative slope around −0.05 per R e , consistent with the analysis in Goddard et al. (2017). We conclude that the dust content in these object is small and the effect on NaD is negligible.
IMF slope
Having shown the stellar population parameters age, metallicity, [α/Fe], and [Na/Fe], we now present the IMF slopes and NIR indices. We focus on NaI and FeH, which are both primarily gravity-sensitive indices and therefore good indicators of the IMF-dependent dwarf-to-giant star ratio (van Dokkum & Conroy 2012). As such, they have become standard features used for IMF studies in the literature. For clarity and because of the different results provided by each index, we study the FeH and NaI IMF implications separately. We discuss the results obtained from both the M11-MARCS and VCJ models (see Section 2.4).
NaI
We use the NaI index definition by La . It is a narrow passband which excludes TiO and keeps the pseudo-continua blueward and redward of the feature in such a way that contamination from TiO is avoided (see Fig. 7 ).
The radial profiles of the NaI measurements are shown as filled circles in the left-hand and middle panels of Fig. 14. The negative gradient is evident with stronger NaI absorption toward the centre. The index strength is weakest at lowest masses, but very similar for the two high mass bins giving a generally weak dependence on galaxy mass within log M/M = 10.2 − 10.8. Also, the slope is only mildly massdependent with a slightly stronger rise in the centre for the more massive bins.
M11-MARCS models:
Using the derived age, metallicity, [α/Fe] and [Na/Fe] from the previous sections, we plot the predictions from the M11-MARCS models with Kroupa IMF as lines in the top left-hand panel of Fig. 14. The models are well consistent with the data for the lowest mass bin at all radii, as well as at large radii in the two high mass bins.
In the latter the model implies a shallower profile in NaI, though, and NaI strength is under-estimated in the centre, if no additional IMF variation is considered. We now show the models with the best-fit IMF slope. To this end we extrapolate the M11-MARCS models in log space, which allows us to determine the best fit IMF slope in the mass range 0.1−0.5 M (see Fig. 9 ). We fix the lower and upper bounds at 0.5 and 3.5, so IMFs shallower or steeper than these values are not allowed. The resulting stellar population models are shown in the top middle panel of Fig. 14. The observed NaI strengths are now well reproduced at all radii for all mass bins.
The corresponding IMF slopes are shown in the top right-hand panel of Fig. 14. The horizontal dashed lines illustrate the slopes of Salpeter and Kroupa IMFs (see Fig. 9 ). The fit results show that the NaI absorption we measure is roughly consistent with a Kroupa IMF, hence Milky Waytype IMF, and no significant enhancement in dwarf stars is required for the lowest mass bin (log M ∼ 10, σ ∼ 130 km/s). Moreover, only a shallow gradient is detected. The other two mass bins, instead, corresponding to log M ∼ 10.4 (σ ∼ 170 km/s) and log M ∼ 10.6 (σ ∼ 200 km/s), respectively, exhibit an enhancement of NaI in the centres requiring a slightly steeper IMF slope of around 2. The IMF slope required at around the half-light radius is Kroupa again, though, for both mass bins resulting in an IMF slope gradient. The derived radial gradients in IMF slope are listed in Table 5 . The linear fit is shown as lines in the top right-hand panel of Fig. 14 . The variation toward a more bottom-heavy IMF halfway between Kroupa and Salpeter (corresponding to a mass excess factor, α of about 1.5) in the centres of galaxies in the range 170 < σ/km/s < 200 is in good agreement with previous results in the recent literature (Cappellari 2012; Conroy & van Dokkum 2012b; Ferreras et al. 2013; Spiniello et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2015b ). We find here that this variation is restricted to the centre, and a normal Milky Way-type IMF is again found in the outer parts. A more comprehensive discussion of these results including a full comparison with the literature is given in Section 4.
VCJ models: Similar to the procedure with M11-MARCS, we also model the NaI feature with the VCJ models. The lower and upper bounds on the IMF slope are the same as before. The bottom panels in Fig. 14 show the results. We plot the predictions from the VCJ models with Kroupa IMF as lines in the bottom left-hand panel of Fig. 14.
Just like with the M11-MARCS models, the observations are generally well reproduced for the low mass bin, and the biggest difference is at the centres in the higher mass bins. This difference becomes smaller as radius increases, however it is non-negligible at the half-light radius. Again, the fits can be further improved by including the IMF slope as an additional variable, and the resulting models and the corresponding IMF slopes are shown in the bottom middle and right-hand panels of Fig. 14, respectively. The adjustments to the IMF slope yield a better representation of the data. This is particularly true at the centres where the enhanced NaI absorption requires a steepening of the IMF slope. Consistent with the analysis using the M11-MARCS models, a radial gradient in the IMF slope is found. The gradients derived with VCJ models are in agreement, to 1-σ, with the gradients derived through M11-MARCS. However the absolute values of the IMF slope are systematically higher for the VCJ models, requiring super-Salpeter slopes in the centre and a slope of around 2 (between Kroupa and Salpeter) at the half-light radius. This discrepancy is caused by the lower [Na/Fe] ratios obtained with the VCJ models compared to TMJ (see Section 3.2).
The discrepancy in gradient appears most extreme in the lowest mass bin, where a sub-Kroupa IMF slope at the half-light radius and a significant negative gradient in IMF slope, albeit with large errors, are found with the VCJ model, in contrast to the shallow gradient around a Kroupa IMF derived with M11-MARCS. The origin of this discrepancy is unclear. We point out, though, that the VCJ Kroupa IMF model still appears to be a good fit to the data as can be seen from the bottom left panel of Fig. 14, which highlights the low sensitivity of the NaI index as the IMF gets more bottom-light i.e. the IMF needs to become significantly more bottom-light to cause a small change in the index.
FeH
The Wing-Ford band, FeH, is generally considered a strong IMF slope indicator because of the virtual absence of this feature in giant stars (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012a) . The radial profiles of the FeH measurements are shown as filled circles in the left-hand and middle panels of Fig. 15 , which is the FeH equivalent of Fig. 14. Note that when discussing the Wing-Ford band we only consider data within 0.5 R e as opposed to 1 R e , because the S/N ratio falls below the central value of 200 pixel −1 , well below the values compared the rest of the spectra beyond 0.5 R e (see Section 2.3.2 and Fig. 4) . It is evident that the profiles of FeH are very different from NaI. They tend to be flat for the lowest mass bin, positive for intermediate masses, and a significant upturn around 0.5 R e for the highest mass bin. Note that in Fig. 7 we show that much of this radial change in the FeH index is driven by the red pseudo-continuum.
Results obtained with the M11-MARCS and VCJ models are again shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The parameters for these models have been obtained by simultaneously fitting FeH (instead of NaI) and the optical indices. Hence we obtain slightly different ages, metallicities and element abundances. These parameters, as well as the fits to the optical indices, are shown in Appendix D.
M11-MARCS models:
The M11-MARCS model sets (lines) do not reproduce the observed FeH strengths without adjustment of the IMF slope, as can be seen from the top left-hand panel of Fig. 15 . The models display a negative slope in FeH owing to the metallicity gradient measured, in contrast to the positive slope of the data. While the match between models and data in the lowest mass bin is still acceptable, FeH is clearly underestimated, in particular around 0.5 R e . After inclusion of the IMF slope as a free parameter, the fit improves but is still unable to reproduce the strengths of the high mass bins at large radii (top middle panel of Fig. 15) .
The resulting IMF slopes are shown in the top righthand panel of Fig. 15 . The general pattern is similar to and consistent with the result obtained from NaI for the central radial point: the lowest mass bin is consistent with Kroupa within less than 1-σ, while a steeper IMF is needed for both higher mass bins. It is certainly encouraging that measurements through NaI and FeH roughly agree at the centre.
However, there is a marked difference with respect to the radial dependence. The FeH strength increases with radius for the two higher mass bins, and the resulting IMF consequently remains steep as radius increases. As a result, a more bottom-heavy super-Salpeter IMF, restricted by the model bounds, is obtained at 0.5 R e in contrast to the result derived from NaI (see Fig. 14) . The radial gradients in IMF slope are shown in Table 6 . The scatter in the points around the straight lines result in large errors on the gradients.
VCJ models:
The picture is similar when using the VCJ models as shown by the bottom panels in Fig. 15 . FeH in the VCJ models appears to be less sensitive to total metallicity, and the model lines lie much closer together before adjustment through IMF variation (bottom left-hand panel in Fig. 15 ). Once a variable IMF slope is included, though, VCJ models reproduce the observed FeH strengths for the intermediate mass bin but fail elsewhere. For the lowest mass bin, the predicted FeH strengths are too high even with the most bottom-light IMF available (bottom middle panel in Fig. 15 ).
The final constraint on the IMF slope is again similar to the result obtained form the M11-MARCS model. A positive gradient in IMF slope is being derived from the FeH measurements in disagreement with the results obtained from NaI (bottom right-hand panel in Fig. 15 ). There are large errors on the IMF slope derived for the low mass bin at all radii due to the grid boundary and the inability to reproduce such low strengths.
We comment in detail on the reliability of our FeH analysis, both in terms of the measurements and the modelling, in the Discussion below.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we derive radial gradients of IMF slope alongside stellar ages, metallicities, and [α/Fe] and [Na/Fe] element abundance ratios. To this end we measure the key absorption line-strengths, Hβ, Mgb, <Fe>, NaD, NaI and FeH, on stacked spectra from the MaNGA survey providing us with spatially resolved information within the half-light radius. We then analyse these features with state-of-the-art stellar population models and derive gradients in IMF slope. The MaNGA data allows us to explore three mass bins centred on log M/M = 10, 10.4, 10.6 corresponding to central velocity dispersions of σ = 130, 170, 200 km/s.
In the following we discuss our results in light of findings in the recent literature. We also provide a discussion on model dependence.
Comparison with the literature
Overall our results are consistent with the current literature in that the gravity-sensitive absorption feature at red wavelengths favour some variation in the IMF slope. We find a Milky-Way IMF (Kroupa) for our lowest mass-bin, and slightly more bottom-heavy IMFs (close to Salpeter) for the next higher mass bins in agreement with previous work (Cappellari 2012; Conroy & van Dokkum 2012b; Ferreras et al. 2013; Spiniello et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2015b; Li et al. 2017) .
The principle aim of this work is to study the radial gradients, though, and here the literature is painting a more controversial picture. Some work reports the presence of a radial gradient with strongly bottom-heavy IMFs in the centres (Martín-Navarro et al. 2015a; La Barbera et al. 2016 van Dokkum et al. 2017; Conroy et al. 2017a) , while other studies find no compelling evidence for radial gradients in the IMF (Zieleniewski et al. 2015 Alton et al. 2017) . If IMFs are indeed much more bottom-heavy in the centres, then dynamical mass estimates in the literature (e.g. Cappellari et al. 2013; Li et al. 2017 ) have been overestimated (Bernardi et al. 2018) .
Evidence for an IMF gradient
Martín-Navarro et al. (2015a) present radial constraints on the IMF for three early-type galaxies -one comparable to our low mass bin and the other two more massive than our galaxies. Although their observations of NaD and NaI are contaminated by sky emission and telluric absorption, they show that the gradients are consistent with a radial variation of the IMF for the massive galaxies. La Barbera et al. (2016) use the Wing-Ford band to rule out a single power law IMF. This and TiO indices lead to a radial variation of the IMF in a massive σ ∼ 300km/s galaxy. van Dokkum et al. (2017) also find strong radial variation in the IMF for six massive early type galaxies where after including abundance gradients they require an IMF variation to simultaneously fit NaD, NaI and FeH. La Barbera et al. (2017) use a modified version of the stellar population models by Vazdekis et al. (2015) to match NaD, NaI and two further red NaI indices and still obtain radial IMF variations consistent with their previous result in La Barbera et al. (2016) . Finally, Conroy et al. (2017a) use the observations for one of the galaxies from van to derive an extremely bottom-heavy IMF at the centre of the galaxy.
Evidence against an IMF gradient
Alton et al. (2017), on the other hand, find no significant radial variation of the IMF in their galaxy sample. They study stacked and individual spectra of eight early-type galaxies with observations in the infrared. These galaxies mostly have σ ∼ 250 km/s. They find that the radial trends in these and other infrared indices can be accounted for by abundance variations (mostly in [Na/Fe]) rather than IMF changes. Likewise, Vaughan et al. (2017) also find that trends can be accounted for by abundance variations, although they cannot conclusively rule out the presence of an IMF gradient, and Zieleniewski et al. (2015 Zieleniewski et al. ( , 2017 derive constant IMF slopes as a function of radius.
This work
The present study suggests that part of the discrepancies in the literature may well stem from a dependence on galaxy mass. We find a clear dependence of the radial IMF gradient with galaxy mass. However, we also show that the absolute value of the IMF slope is modelling dependent. We emphasise again that the galaxies studied here are on the low mass end of the galaxies typically studied in literature.
We derive a significant IMF gradient for the two larger mass bins (log M/M = 10.4 − 10.6, σ = 170 − 200 km/s). 
, versus velocity dispersion σ. Shaded circles are our results based on the NaI index using the M11-MARCS models for galaxies with log M/M = 9.9 − 10.2, log M/M = 10.2 − 10.5 and log M/M = 10.5 − 10.8. Dark to light shades of blue represent decreasing bins of mass and decreasing size represents increasing radius going from the centre to the half-light radius and the typical error on α is 0.1. The grey line is the Posacki et al. (2015) relation for the combined ATLAS 3D and SLACS sample, with the shaded region representing 1σ errors. Finally, the orange triangles are the galaxies from Conroy & van Dokkum (2012b) , with typical fractional error ∼ 7%.
This result is independent of the stellar population models used. For the M11-MARCS models, the derived IMF is Kroupa around the half-light radius and then slightly bottom-heavy (close to Salpeter) in the centre. The lowest mass bin (log M/M = 10, σ = 130 km/s), instead, shows only a mild radial gradient in the IMF around a Kroupa slope. This result would suggest that the correlation of IMF slope with galaxy mass reported in the literature is generated by an increasingly stronger enhancement of dwarf stars in galaxy centres as the galaxy mass increases.
If we use the VCJ model, instead, we find departures from Kroupa IMF at all radii, more so in the centres, resulting in overall steeper IMF slope (super-Salpeter with a slope of around 3 in the centre and 2 at the half-light radius) for galaxies with masses above log M/M = 10.4 (σ = 170 km/s). We derive a negative gradient for the lowest mass-bin (log M/M = 10.0 (σ = 130 km/s), though, with a significantly sub-Kroupa bottom-light IMF at large radii, which seems somewhat contrived and incompatible with Milky Way measurements. Fig. 16 shows a comparison of our radial IMF results from the M11-MARCS models using the NaI index (the top panel of Fig. 14) with previous work from dynamical and lensing analysis (Posacki et al. 2015, Equation 6 ) and stellar population analysis (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012b, Table 2 ). Note that the aperture size for the former can be up to 1 R e and the latter is within R < R e /8. We do not correct for aperture sizes because we wish to compare our radial gradient with the global trend rather than the absolute values.
Local vs. Global IMF-σ relation
From our IMF slopes, we can derive the corresponding mass excess factor, α = (M/L)/(M/L Kroupa ), obtaining the M/L values from Maraston (2005) , based on the age and metallicity in Section 3.1. The velocity dispersion used here is σ mean (solid line in Fig. 5) , allowing a comparison of the IMF-σ relation within galaxies with the global relation. The three mass bins appear to follow the Conroy & van Dokkum (2012b) points. Very interestingly, in comparison to the combined dynamical and lensing relation (grey line), the gradient is steeper, implying that the relation within galaxies is steeper than the global IMF-σ relation.
What drives the IMF variation?
The main contenders proposed for driving the IMF variation of galaxies are velocity dispersion (e.g., Cappellari 2012), [Mg/Fe] (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012b) , and metallicity (Martín-Navarro et al. 2015b) . In order to test this with our results, we plot our IMF slopes versus all derived parameters: metallicity [Z/H], [Na/Fe], velocity dispersion σ, radius, age, and [Mg/Fe] (equivalent to our [α/Fe]) in Fig. 17 . These parameters, along with the errors, were derived using the TMJ and M11-MARCS models (Section 3).
Each panel shows the Spearman correlation coefficient, ρ, and the panels are ordered from strongest to weakest correlation. The tightest relation is found between IMF slope . These parameters and 1-σ errors, derived for each radial bin, are based on the analysis using the TMJ and M11-MARCS models for galaxies with log M/M = 9.9 − 10.2, log M/M = 10.2 − 10.5 and log M/M = 10.5 − 10.8 (Section 3). Dark to light shades of blue represent decreasing bins of mass and decreasing size represents increasing radius going from the centre to the half-light radius. The Spearman correlation coefficient for each parameter is shown and a best-fit line is plotted when correlations are found.
and metallicity, and no correlation is found with [Mg/Fe], as also seen in Martín-Navarro et al. (2015b); van Dokkum et al. (2017) . We confirm this radial trend for a large sample of 366 galaxies. There are still some significant correlations found with [Na/Fe] (ρ = 0.77), velocity dispersion (ρ = 0.68) and stellar population age (ρ = 0.60), alongside the negative correlation with radius (ρ = -0.65). While the IMF gradient may well be a consequence of these correlations, the ultimate driver of IMF variations may still be a combination of metallicity, [Na/Fe], velocity dispersion, and age. Our results suggest however, in agreement with previous claims, that metallicity appears to be the dominating factor with metal-rich environments favouring the formation of low-mass stars. This is plausible astrophysically but solid theoretical support for this picture through star formation simulations remains yet to be found. While simulations may suggest IMF variations with bottom-heavier IMFs in environments of higher turbulence and star-formation rate (Kroupa et al. 2013; Chabrier et al. 2014) , there is no clear evidence for a metallicity dependence along the lines found here (Bate 2014) .
IMF diagnostics
The derivation of the IMF slope in unresolved populations is naturally challenging. The approach discussed in this paper is matching stellar population models to observed absorption line-strengths, harnessing the fact that some features, particularly in the red optical wavelength regions are particularly sensitive to the ratio of dwarf to giant stars. Here we address some of the pitfalls and systematic uncertainties of this approach.
Choice of IMF indicator
A variety of absorption features are gravity sensitive and are used as IMF indicators in the current literature (see references in the introduction), including several Na features, the Ca triplet, the TiO bands and the Wing-Ford band. Ideally all these features should be recovered with the final bestfit model. However, systematics in measurement and modelling are different for different features, and not all of them are necessarily available in a particular set of observations. Therefore, many studies use a subset. In this work we focus on NaI and FeH as IMF indicators, modelling them sepa-rately, in order to constrain the complexity of the problem. Other features readily available in the MaNGA data, like CaT and TiO, are subject of future work.
The NaI index is widely used in the literature as an IMF indicator and our modelling performs well in matching this particular feature. Here we adopt the definition from La to minimise the effects of TiO contamination. The major caveat remains its dependence on Na abundance, even if relatively minor. We address this problem by deriving Na abundance independently from the NaD feature. This works well, but it means that any result we derive on the IMF slope directly depends on our ability to correctly infer Na abundance through NaD. In case of contamination from interstellar absorption due to dust in galaxy centres (see Appendix C), we would derive lower Na abundances. This in turn would lead to even steeper IMFs in galaxy centres and consequently steeper IMF gradients.
The Wing-Ford band, FeH, is considered an alternative IMF indicator, as it is strongly present in the spectra of dwarf stars. While this feature is less affected by Na abundance (however see Alton et al. 2017) , it is highly sensitive to Fe-abundance, and hence the inferred [α/Fe] ratio. Again we address this by deriving [α/Fe] from optical indices independently. Nevertheless, the results based on FeH are contrived. Quite surprisingly, FeH displays a positive radial gradient, a measurement that is also seen by Alton et al. (2017) . The consequence is that we derive steeper IMFs, hence higher dwarf-to-giant ratios at large radii, which is inconsistent with our results obtained from NaI.
The FeH region of the spectrum is known to contain significant telluric absorption and sky emission, hence any residuals from imperfect subtraction of telluric lines and/or sky background will affect the FeH measurement. MaNGA observes multiple standard stars through fiber bundles simultaneously with the science targets. Slightly different wavelength sampling provided by different stars is combined to sample the high frequency variation providing an accurate telluric correction (Yan et al. 2016a) . Also, there are no strong telluric features red-ward 9800Å rest-frame for the MaNGA sample with a median redshift of 0.03. Hence overall we do not expect telluric absorption to be a major problem in measuring the FeH feature on MaNGA spectra. There is reduced detector sensitivity at the wavelength edge, and the RMS variability in the telluric absorption measurements increases from ∼ 1 per cent to ∼ 5 per cent (see also Fig. 5 of Yan et al. 2016a) , however, this noise is random, which we expect to mitigate through stacking.
Therefore, the most likely contributor to uncertainties in FeH measurements from MaNGA spectra may be sky subtraction residuals. The DRP aims to reach Poisson-limited performance between 4000−10, 000Å such that stacked spectra are generally not limited by systematic sky subtraction residuals (Law et al. 2016) . We would therefore expect in principle that faint features like FeH can be measured accurately in a stacked, high-S/N MaNGA spectrum. However, the sky lines in the FeH region are very bright and pervasive, hence small uncertainties in sky subtraction will not cancel out in the stacked spectrum as effectively as at other wavelengths.
We note that similar caveats may also apply to NaI, however, the sky lines in this region are less bright and more distinct, hence we can expect that they are eliminated effectively during the stacking procedure. Note that, again in the rest frame for MaNGA galaxies, there are no significant telluric features in the NaI wavelength range.
As well as the problems in measuring FeH, it has been noticed before it is indeed difficult to model Alton et al. 2017 ), so might not actually serve as a reliable IMF indicator. We remind the reader that most of the variation in FeH is driven by the red pseudo-continuum (see Fig. 7 ), which may not be well understood in current stellar population models. In fact FeH does not actually correlate well with galaxy velocity dispersion as can be seen in the original work by van Dokkum & Conroy (2012) . In this paper we are therefore inclined to discard the results obtained from FeH, concluding that our understanding of this feature is still limited.
Stellar population models
Part of the systematic uncertainties in IMF diagnostics come from differences in stellar populations modelling. We try to shed some light on this issue by using different model sets (TMJ/M11-MARCS and VCJ). While we find good agreement regarding the need for an IMF that varies with galaxy mass and with radius for more massive galaxies, discrepancies remain significant for more detailed aspects of the analysis. Progress in the field certainly relies on further improvements on the stellar population modelling side and in particular a better understanding of the systematic uncertainties involved.
Constraints from chemical evolution
It is well known that the IMF slope significantly affects chemical enrichment in a galaxy (e.g., Thomas et al. 1999) . In fact, the finding of a dwarf-dominated population in massive galaxies is difficult to reconcile with its α-enhanced populations Martín-Navarro 2016; De Masi et al. 2017) because of the resulting lack of α-enriching Type Ia supernovae in the chemical enrichment process. This challenge ultimately needs to be overcome should the finding of the presence of bottom-heavy IMFs in massive galaxies prevail.
A further concern are some of the specific element abundance ratios derived. For instance, the Ca abundance required to match the CaT index (with a bottom-heavy IMF) is inconsistent with the Ca abundance inferred from the optical index Ca4227 (La .
Likewise, and more relevant to the present study, the Na abundance generally derived in conjunction with using NaI as an IMF indicator is puzzling. While the [Na/Fe] ratio derived here (< 0.5 dex, three times the solar value) is less extreme than some other much higher values found in the literature Alton et al. 2017) , it remains unclear whether these results can be reproduced with models of chemical evolution. Type II supernovae do not produce [Na/Fe] ratios high enough (Woosley & Weaver 1995) . From observations of halo and disc stars within the solar neighbourhood no stars have been found with [Na/Fe] > +0.2 dex to date, and metal-poor halo stars even seem to have subsolar [Na/Fe] (Bensby et al. 2014) . Na is not enriched in lock-step with Mg and other α-elements. However, [Na/Fe] does rise to about ∼ 0.3 dex for stars with super-solar metallicity both in the disc and in the bulge (Bensby et al. 2017) , and [Na/Fe] clearly correlates with metallicity. The strong Na-enhancement detected in galaxy centres may therefore be the consequence of a metallicity-dependent Na yield (Alton et al. 2017) , even though it remains difficult to accommodate the high values derived here and other studies in the recent literature with [Na/Fe] abundance ratios of individual stars in our Galaxy.
Future work
We will extend the present analysis in several aspects in future work. Firstly, we will include further diagnostics available from MaNGA spectroscopy in the analysis, including gravity sensitive Mg, Ca and TiO absorption features. We will also attempt to increase the mass range and include bins of higher galaxy mass. The restriction in mass of the present study mostly comes from the requirement of having a large galaxy sample for stacking in order to achieve the necessary high S/N ratio. We will benefit from the larger galaxy samples in future data releases of MaNGA to this end. Further ahead, closer to the final MaNGA sample size of ∼ 10, 000 galaxies, we expect to be able to extend the parameter space considerably and carry out an investigation of radial IMF gradients as a function of galaxy environment, galaxy mass and galaxy type.
CONCLUSIONS
We derive radial gradients within the half-light radius in the IMF slope, alongside stellar ages, metallicities, and [α/Fe] and [Na/Fe] element abundance ratios, for a sample of 366 early-type galaxies in the mass range 9.9 − 10.8 log M using IFU observations from the SDSS-IV MaNGA survey. MaNGA provides spectra for a large wavelength range from 3, 600Å to 10, 000Å, so that key spectral features that are sensitive to stellar population parameters, element abundance ratios and dwarf-to-giant ratio can be measured simultaneously.
The spectra of individual spaxels are binned in two steps: radially within galaxies in bins with a width of 0.1 R e and additionally in the three galaxy mass bins. The mass bins contain 122 galaxies each and are centred on log M/M of 10, 10.4, and 10.6, corresponding to a central velocity dispersion σ of 130, 170, and 200 km/s, respectively. In this way we achieve a very high S/N of at least ∼ 1000 pixel −1 out to the half-light radius around 8, 500Å. Crucially, the spectral stacking mitigates the problem of contamination from sky line residuals, and therefore provides highly cleaned spectra at all wavelengths, except potentially at the very red end close to the region of the Wing-Ford band.
The stellar kinematics and the emission line component of the stacked spectrum are derived through spectral fitting. We then remove the emission line component of the spectrum and measure the key absorption indices Hβ, Mgb, <Fe>, NaD, NaI and FeH. Index measurements are corrected for the effect of velocity dispersion broadening and analysed with state-of-the-art stellar population models deriving gradients in IMF slope as well as age, metallicity, [α/Fe], and [Na/Fe]. To assess possible systematic effects different sets of stellar population models are used (Thomas et al. 2011a; Maraston & Strömbäck 2011; Conroy et al. 2017b ) with particular focus on differences in the modelling of the IMF-sensitive near-IR indices.
We find significant radial gradients in all absorption indices measured, except the Wing-Ford band FeH. The strengths of Mgb, Fe5270, Fe5335, NaD, and NaI increase, while the strengths of Hβ and FeH decrease toward the galaxy centre. These profiles generally get stronger with increasing galaxy mass, a trend that is most pronounced in NaD. Most importantly, a clear gradient in NaI is detected, which also steepens with increasing galaxy mass.
The stellar population fittings of the optical absorption features yield gradients in age, metallicity and [α/Fe] ratio. We find consistency with the literature for the age and metallicity gradients in sign, slope and zero-point, except for the lowest mass bin for which we measure a somewhat steeper negative age gradient. Our [alpha/Fe] values, which have no significant slope in all three mass bins, are also consistent with the literature.
The relatively steep gradient in NaD absorption interestingly leads to the derivation of significant gradients in Na abundance with ∇ [Na/Fe] ∼ −0.25 dex per R e . The strength of the Na enhancement in galaxy centres increases with increasing galaxy mass with a maximal [Na/Fe] ∼ 0.5 dex. Such relatively high [Na/Fe] ratios are puzzling, as Milky Way stars have not exceeded a value of about 0.2 dex to date. The origin of this Na enhancement in the centres of earlytype remains yet to be explained through chemical evolution modelling.
The observed index strengths of NaI are well reproduced with models of a mildly varying IMF slope. The IMF slope inferred in the centres is Milky Way-type (Kroupa) for the lowest mass bin (log M/M ∼ 10) and slightly more bottomheavy close to Salpeter for the higher mass bins (log M/M ∼ 10.4, 10.6). These values are in good agreement with recent literature. VCJ models lead to steeper IMF slopes (superSalpeter) in the centres.
More specifically, our analysis based on the M11-MARCS models yields a galaxy mass-dependent radial gradient. While the lowest mass bin shows a shallow gradient in IMF slope around a Kroupa IMF, more massive galaxies are found, instead, to have a significant gradient in IMF slope with the values converging to a Kroupa IMF at the halflight radius for all masses. This implies that the emergence of a bottom-heavy IMF in more massive galaxies is a phenomenon restricted to galaxy centres, providing hints to the different formation and evolution processes of these regions. This trend further suggests decoupled formation scenarios for the centres and the outskirts, with galaxy centres probably growing and quenching rapidly and outskirts assembling over longer periods of time through minor mergers.
While the analysis based on the VCJ models leads to a super-Salpeter IMF in the centres of more massive galaxies, we also obtain a steeper IMF at large radii with an IMF halfway between Kroupa and Salpeter at the half-light radius. As a consequence, the derived gradient in the IMF slope agrees well with the gradient derived through M11-MARCS.
Finally, the Wing-Ford band turns out to be challenging for both models, and the strong positive gradient we measure in FeH implies radial trends of the IMF slope that are inconsistent with the results obtained through NaI. However, the FeH measurements might be affected by sky residuals not mitigated through stacking, and this may explain the contrived IMF slopes derived and why the models are unable to reproduce the strengths.
We are planning to extend the present analysis in several aspects in future work including further diagnostics available from MaNGA spectroscopy in the analysis and increasing the mass range, once larger MaNGA samples are available. Further ahead, closer to the final MaNGA sample size of ∼ 10, 000 galaxies, we expect to be able to extend the parameter space considerably and carry out an investigation of radial IMF gradients as a function of galaxy environment, galaxy mass and galaxy type. TP is funded by a University of Portsmouth PhD bursary. The Science, Technology and Facilities Council is acknowledged for support through the Consolidated Grant Cosmology and Astrophysics at Portsmouth, ST/N000668/1. Numerical computations were performed on the Sciama High Performance Computer (HPC) cluster which is supported by the Institute of Cosmology of Gravitation, SEPnet and the University of Portsmouth.
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APPENDIX C: EXTINCTION FROM FULL SPECTRUM FITTING
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we investigate the reddening effect on our stacked spectra by carrying out full spectrum fitting via the FIREFLY code (Wilkinson et al. 2015 (Wilkinson et al. , 2017 . Using M11-MILES models and a Salpeter IMF, the derived Figure A3 . Same for the high mass bin, log M/M = 10.5 − 10.8. Table B1 . Measured equivalent widths at all radial bins from 0 − 1 R e for the mass bins. Optical indices have been corrected to MILES resolution and NIR indices to 100 km/s. Table B2 . Stellar population parameters and errors derived using the TMJ + M11-MARCS models and a combination of the optical indices + NaI. simultaneous fitting procedure rather than NaI, are shown in Fig. C2 , Fig. C3 & Fig. C4 .
This paper has been typeset from a T E X/L A T E X file prepared by the author. Figure C4 . NaD equivalent width as a function of radius for the mass bins, with 1-σ errors calculated using a Monte Carlo-based analysis, and stellar population fittings using TMJ (top panels) and VCJ (bottom panels 
